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ABSTRACT 

This report is an entire documentation of the senior project taken up by a senior 

year Information Systems student from Effat College named Wafa Farid in the 

year 2004. The project was building an Interactive Multimedia Games CD for 

toddlers. The concept of the project was developed six months prior to the actual 

working model. The project required extreme hard work and creativity. Efficient 

planning was also required to avoid unnecessary iterations. The entire game 

building process took around four to five months. The introduction of this report 

obviously introduces the reader to the project and it's contents. The first chapter 

of this report contains the basic step by step work procedures involved in order to 

accomplish this project. The second chapter displays the collection of different 

background literature involved in carrying out the project and which also aided in 

the providing an answer to a lot of "why?" questions about the project. The third 

chapter contains a detailed description of the game building work procedure 

which eventually leads to the fourth chapter which displays simply the print 

screens of the completely built game itself. In the fifth chapter i.e. the conclusion 

chapter the author evaluates the project from a third person point of view and 

brings out the positive and negative aspects of the entire project. Finally, the last 

part of this report is the Appendix, which contains a weekly progress report, 

which shows how the project was developed per week. 



INTRODUCTION 

As a part of Bachelors of Science in Information Systems, it was mandatory upon 

the seniors to uptake the Senior project course-I and II. In Senior project-I, the 

teams were required to submit a proposal of the chosen project. I chose to a 

project that required designing and building of Interactive Educational Multimedia 

Games for Toddlers. A detailed proposal was submitted that specified every 

aspect of the project and the background literature necessary. 

This semester in Senior Project-II, it was required to work on the project as 

submitted in the proposal. The following sections will clearly display the 

procedures adapted to carry the project to it's success. 

CHAPTER 1 - WORK PROCEDURE 

This semester the project mainly concentrated on the work progress and 

procedure. 

The work procedure was divided as follows. It can be clearly understood from a 

simple flowchart , how the designer went about through the project. The flowchart 

has been provided on the next page. 
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1.1 Building a story board. 

The story board was the first and basic step that clearly defined every game; 

the characters, the games, the scenes, the displayed screens and the 

relationship between each screen. Every scene has been implemented in the 

story board. With the help of the story board it is easy to understand the

know-about of the game and get a pictorial idea about how it would be to be 

actually playing the game. 

1.2 Collection of pictures: 

Each picture was selected with great detail and precision. Each picture had to 

compliment the game and the particular scene. The picture had to be clear 

and off high resolution so that when enlarged, the pixels wouldn't blur. The 

object in every picture had to be in the centre of the focus. The object had to 

be clear and the picture had to have the right clarity, light, angle and shadow. 

Different colored pictures items were selected in order to teach the toddler 

primary and secondary colors, wild animals and farm animals. Some pictures 

had to be drawn due to their difficulty in availability like all the pictures for the 

Shapes game and the alphabet and numbers game. For collecting the 

pictures for the rest of the games and the introduction scene, the designer 

primarily depended upon two sources. They are as follows: 

• The Internet: The process was supposed to be carried initially with the

help of the internet. But then over time it was realized that it was

extremely hectic and time consuming.

• Clipart: Another method of selecting pictures would be from a ready

made collection. The search is going on for the best and the cheapest

collection.
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1.3 Collection of sound 

Sound was an integral part of this project. Sound is the key medium to deliver 

knowledge to the toddlers. Different sound was used to teach different 

aspects of the project. The key sounds were animal sounds, the human guide 

voice, and the music. The music and the animal sounds were collected from 

the Internet. The website from which these sounds were collected is in the list 

of references. Sound was a major requirement for these games, every piece 

of sound was selected with care and revision. 

Major sounds were the animal sounds, which had to be implemented in the 

Game 3, animals and sounds. The child is taught how each farm and wild 

animal look and sound like. 

The different sounds used are as follows: 

• Tiger • Cat

• Lion • Dog

• Elephant • Cow

• Horse • Chicken

• Sheep • Duck

Recording the sound 

The human guide voice was recorded as per the requirement of every scene 

and game. Every element to be taught via a human voice. The voice chosen 

had to be a woman, as toddlers are naturally more comfortable with women. 

The voice also required to be clear and the accent also needed to be 

understandable. The voice would speak in the English language. The voice 

taken was of a good friend of the designer com builder, "Abla Adra", as she 

fitted the required criteria. While recording care was taken in the following 

areas 

• The surrounding had to be quiet

• The microphone had to be of a good quality

• The microphone had to be at a correct distance.

• The format of the recorded file had to be compatible with Flash5 and

Directors.
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1.4 Modification of Pictures 

For Modification and alteration of Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator 

were mainly used. A large part of this project depended upon pictures. The 

designer wanted to use as many real life pictures as possible in order to 

differentiate the project from the available ones on this issue, as most of the 

multimedia games for toddlers concentrate on teaching the toddler using 

animated graphics drawn on computers. 

1.5 The Building of the games. 

Since the designer does not come from a multimedia background, care was 

taken to keep the choice of software common and ordinary. To entire game 

was built in Macromedia Flash 5. The objects were made to animate or stay 

still depending upon the requirement of the particular scene in the game. The 

games are as follows: 

GAME 1-Learning Colors 

Level 1: primary colors- A screen with different objects of the same primary 

colors. The objects appear and move one by one so that they attract enough 

attention of the toddler. 

Level2: secondary colors- A screen which shows the primary colors mixing in 

to form secondary colors. 

Level3: Test- A screen with different colored objects appears and the voice 

tells the toddler to click on the particularly asked color. 

GAME 2- Shapes and sizes 

Level1: Basic Shapes- simple shapes appear on the screen one by one 

accompanied with the corresponding human voice. 

Level2: More Shapes- Slightly complicated shapes appear on the screen one 

by one with the educating voice in the background. 

Level3: Test- A screen with different shapes and the voice asks the toddler to 

identity the asked shape. 
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GAME 3-Animal and their Sounds 

Level1- Domestic Animals- The toddler will see a picture of a domestic animal 

and hear the sound of that particular animal. 

Level2- Wild Animals- The toddler will see a picture of a wild animal and hear 

the sound of that particular animal. 

Level3- Testing- The toddler will hear a sound of an animal and asked to 

identify the correct animal. 

GAME 4-Alphabets and Numbers 

Since the toddler is still to young to learn words or understand the actual 

importance of alphabets and numbers, hence this project will only aim at 

teaching the alphabets and numbers in the manner of a sound and a picture. 

The entire alphabet will be taught but numbers will only be taught from 1 to 

ten. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERARTURE REVIEW 

2.1 Types of animations 

CEL 

A broad term that encompasses most types of animation art. In its strictest 

interpretation, a eel is the plastic sheet, either cellulose acetate or cellulose 

nitrate, that animated characters are painted on. In practice, the term eel has 

come to mean that plastic sheet in combination with the outline and coloring 

of a character, object, and/or special effect. Outlines can be either hand-inked 

or Xerographically transferred to the sheet of plastic. Those outlines are then 

filled with color, either by hand-painting or a serigraphic process, to complete 

the eel. 

12 or 16 Field 

These terms are used to describe the size of a particular eel. They come from 

the size of the "field" of view of the camera photographing the artwork. For 

rough use, consider a twelve-field eel roughly 1O"x12", and a sixteen-field eel 

approximately 14"x16". The actual framed size may differ. 

ORIGINAL PRODUCTION CEL 

These are the eels actually used in the production of a cartoon. They can 

have either Xerographed or hand-inked outlines, and are hand-painted at the 

studio. These eels are one-of-a-kind pieces of art, and their rarity makes them 

highly sought after by collectors. Because these eels were created to make an 

actual cartoon, each eel is a component part of a larger movement. Different 

eels from the same scene may be more or less desirable depending on a 

variety of factors: size, profile and expression of the character, any damage to 

inking or paint, and overall visual appeal. 
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LIMITED EDITION CEL 

As with production eels, limiteds can have either hand-inked or xerographic 

outlines, and are also hand-painted. The major difference, as its name 

implies, is that the limited editions are created in limited quantities, generally 

in runs of 250 to 500 eels. Because of these small edition sizes, limiteds can 

also be very collectible. Some limiteds are exact reproductions of the frames 

of the film they represent. Others are based on contemporary interpretations 

of classic characters or scenes by their animators- Chuck Jones limiteds, for 

instance. Limited editions are always hand-numbered on the eel, and many 

are signed by the artists. 

If you would like to learn more about how hand-painted limited edition eels are 

made, we invite you to drop by our online Creating a Limited Edition eel 

presentation. 

SERICELS 

Sometimes called serigraph eels. The serigraphy process involves silk

screening each individual color to the eel, one at a time. Every distinct shade 

is a separate screen, and a separate pass in the procedure. As a result of this 

fine art operation, each color is flawlessly reproduced. Sericels are also 

created in limited quantities, typically 2500 to 5000 pieces. Because of their 

larger edition size, sericels are the most affordable type of animation art, ideal 

for the beginning collector. 

PUBLICITY CEL 

A eel, usually hand-painted, not actually used in a film or created for 

collectors, but made for publicity or promotional purposes. 

CEL SET-UP 

A combination of eels presented together. If the combination of eels match 

exactly, it is referred to as a KEY SET-UP. 
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ANIMATION DRAWING 

These are the original, one-of-a-kind drawings, penciled by the animator, that 

eels are eventually made from. Drawings can be rough, or the more refined 

CLEAN-UP drawings. Sometimes, set-ups are available with matching 

drawings and the eel that was made from it. 

2.2 The choice of software 

The technology behind both these formats is not new. It's a graphics format 

called Vector. The difference between conventional Web graphics (such as 

those annoying animated GIFs) and vector graphics is how the final graphic is 

created. GIF and JPEG graphics raster graphics - each image is create pixel 

by pixel. On the other hand, vector graphics use mathematics to build the 

graphic. The program plots point A, point B and point C, fills a color into the 

space created, and voila! You have a triangle. Typically, Vector graphics are 

much smaller in file size that traditional GIF and JPEG graphics, which has 

made Vector programs such as Flash very popular - over 380 million people 

have downloaded the Flash plugin to date. 

Flash is the dominant Vector graphics program on the Internet. Millions of 

users access thousands of sites powered by Flash each day. Unlike HTML, 

which is, by its nature, a static language, Flash is dynamic and designed 

specifically to engage the user. If this was not enough, each Flash movie is 

typically very small, enabling CD-ROM-like experiences over slow dial-up 

Internet connections. The success of Flash can be seen through the evolution 

of the online ad industry, as Flash advertisements begin to replace annoying 

blinking animated GIFs. The result is a richer, more engaging and creative 

advertising solution. Examples of Flash advertising can be seen at popular 

sites such as weather.com, SciFi.com and News.com. 

However, Flash isn't the only Vector graphics format on the market. There is 

also SVG, the Structured Vector Graphics format: an XML-formatted, 

scriptable graphics format. SVG does not share Flash's ubiquitous presence 

on the Web. Its strengths come from its supporters and backers: Adobe and 

the World Wide Web Consortium group, or W3C. Adobe is a massive power 
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shop that has the market for illustration and graphics management programs 

cornered. The W3C is headed by the man who single-handedly created the 

World Wide Web, Tim Berners-Lee, and who has established standards such 

as HTML, Cascading Style Sheets and XML. SVG is a strong contender for 

the Vector graphics crown. Examples of sites using SVG include DBx 

Geomatics. 

2.3 What makes flash better than other easier 

animation software? 

The creation process, The speed with which standards come and go on the 

Web is astounding. Anyone remember Web channels? That came and went 

within 6 months back in '97. It didn't last because the tools required to build 

Web channels hadn't been created. Users had to code channels by hand, 

which meant that most users couldn't access the technology. Obviously, for a 

new concept to work, users must be provided with tools that allow them to 

easily access the full power of the technology. 

Macromedia have followed this philosophy with Flash. To begin with, they've 

built Flash into many of their products. Flash is the only product that 

completely exposes all functionality, which not only includes graphics and 

animation, but access to a powerful scripting engine within Flash called 

ActionScript. To supplement Flash are Freehand and Fireworks, two Web

centric graphics programs that natively export images in the Flash format. In 

addition, Macromedia's Dreamweaver also produces custom Flash text and 

buttons for Websites. 

That's great, but not everyone likes to work with products from just one 

company. To allow additional companies to support the Flash file format, 

Macromedia gave away the source code needed to create a Flash movie. The 

success of this move has been huge. Now, all the major graphics tools, 

including Adobe Illustrator and Corel Draw, export natively in the Flash format. 

Third party software that exports to Flash movies has also begun to spring up. 

Over 50 different programs now create files that are Flash-enabled. This 
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includes products that create animated text, 30 Flash sites and enhanced 

animation. With Flash you can deliver to your audience engaging applications, 

web interfaces, training courses and more. Whether you are planning to 

create a new website or remodeling an existing one, Flash animation will 

improve your website with motion, sound and interactivity with no cost on 

bandwidth, because it downloads ... FAST !!! 

Flash can make a difference in your internet presence and, its not just an 

added value to your image; it's a powerful interactivity tool for you, your 

audience and your company, because you can communicate your message in 

a very special way. It is almost like grabbing your audience mind and attention 

trough their monitor directly towards your message, and to whatever you are 

selling. 

2.4 Guidelines for the Use of Sound in 
Multimedia Human-
Computer Interfaces 
Stephen A. Brewster & Philip D. Gray 
Department of Computing Science, University of Glasgow 

There is a small but growing body of evidence which indicates that the 

addition of non-speech sound to human- computer interfaces can significantly 

improve performance and increase usability [1, 19, 20, 25]. Our own work [14, 

16] has shown that adding sound to a graphical interface can significantly

reduce both the time taken to complete tasks and the time taken to recover 

from errors. Sound is a very important means of communication in the 

everyday world and the benefits it offers should be exploited at the computer 

interface. Sonically-enhanced graphical interfaces allow more natural 

communication between the computer and the user. They allow the user to 

employ more appropriate senses to solve a problem, rather than using vision 

alone to solve all problems. However, because this area is still in its infancy, 

there is little 

systematic research to demonstrate the best ways of combining these 

different media [7]. This means sounds are often added in ad hoc and 

ineffective ways by individual designers [4, 29]. Arons & Mynatt [3] describe 
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one effect of this: " ... the lack of design guidelines that are common for the 

creation of graphical interfaces has 

plagued interface designers who want to effectively build on previous 

research in auditory interfaces". In spite of this lack of research, industry's 

interest in sound 

and multimedia has increased, with most computer manufacturers now 

including sound producing hardware in their machines. The UK Technology 

Foresight Programme also identified multimedia and sound as specific 

technology opportunities available to the UK. It also made it clear that user 

needs, and in particular ease of interaction, were priorities. This research will 

study multimedia human-computer interfaces and investigate the possibilities 

for improving interaction using sound. The knowledge gained from this 

research will be formalised in 

a set of guidelines that will overcome the problems suggested by Arons & 

Mynatt. Some systems, such as Microsoft Windows95, allow users (rather 

than designers) to add sounds to some interface events. Again this is an ad

hoc use of sound; There is no guarantee that the sounds will be anything 

more than gimmicks and so are unlikely to improve usability. Sonic feedback 

may be added in ineffective ways, without care for the annoyance that it can 

cause. It is therefore important that the use of sounds is properly investigated, 

so we can ensure that problems of poor graphic interface 

design, which occurred before graphical interface guidelines became 

available, are not repeated in sound. 

The use of structured non-speech sounds at the human-computer interface is 

a new research field. In the short time it has been under investigation some 

significant benefits have been identified (7, 20, 25]. One reason for this is that 

sound combined with graphics can significantly improve usability by taking 

advantage our natural ability to share tasks across sensory modalities. The 

impact of this project will be to establish guidelines for the effective use of 

sound so that interface designers can easily include sound into their 

interfaces. This will allow other researchers and industry to use the 

advantages of sound in new interface designs. The research is novel because 

currently no other group is systematically studying the use of non-speech 

sound to improve graphical human-computer interfaces. One motivation for 
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this work is that users' eyes cannot do everything. The visual system has a 

small area of high focus. If users are looking at one part of the display then 

they cannot be looking at another part at the same time [7]. Many interface 

errors occur because users fail to interact with a widget correctly. Their visual 

attention is focused on the information they are interested in and not the 

widget [1 O]. This problem is even worse for partially-sighted users whose area 

of focus is reduced. It is suggested here that some feedback from the widgets 

should be presented in sound. Sound has certain advantages: It can be heard 

from all around, it is good at getting our attention whilst we are looking at 

something else and it does not disrupt our visual attention. Presenting 

feedback in this way would allow users to continue looking at the information 

they require but to hear information that they would otherwise not see (or 

would not see unless they moved their visual attention away from the area of 

interest, so interrupting the task they are trying to perform). One important 

research problem is to find the situations where the errors occur and to design 

sounds to overcome them. sound and graphics can then be used together to 

exploit the advantages of each to overcome the feedback problems. 
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CHAPTER 3 - GAME BUILDING 

Every scene in the all the game displays a "Home" button in the shape of a 

little house, which gives the option to the user to quit the ongoing game and 

exit to the main Home screen. Along with the "Home" button, the screen also 

displays a "Quit'' button on the opposite side, which gives the user the option 

to exit the game completely and end it. The design has been built to maintain 

uniformity and sense of continuity. There is a glowing title on the top middle of 

the screen that lets the user know which game and level screen is he/she in. 

3.1 Game 1 - The Colors Game 

The game starts with a screen displaying a colourful bouncing ball, which 

when hits a part of the stage a button appears. In this manner, three buttons 

appear on the screen which gives the user the option to select a game of 

his/her choice. The buttons are extremely colourful and animated to keep the 

user interested. The buttons are as follows: 

• Primary colors

• Secondary colors

• Test

The designer used motion tweens to make the flower buttons fall on to the 

screen and adjusted the alpha settings in order to give the fading in look. 

When the flowers reach their places, they convert into symbols, i.e. buttons. 

The button actions were implemented using the action programming available 

in Flash5. 

Level 1 - Primary Colors 

This game has three levels. In the first level, the toddler is taught the three 

primary colors, Red, Yellow and Blue. Care was taken to select such pictures 

that primarily focus on the solid primary colors only. It was also taken care to 

repeat the same objects with different colors every time, in order to keep the 

toddlers mind unconfused, so that when he/she is taught the colors, he/she 

would not confuse the objects name with the colors. 

The pictures chosen were of: 
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• A balloon

• A pair of dice

• A hat

• An Apple

• A flower

• A lemon

• A car

• A Book

• A ball

• A pacifier

• A stocking

In the first scene of the first level, the toddler can see one object after the 

other appearing and moving to different corners of the screen. The educating 

voice stresses on the color of each object but also tells the toddler what object 

it is. The frames have been kept at equal distances so the time difference 

between the appearances of each object is maintained. The three different 

primary colors have been introduced and taught in the same manner to 

maintain uniformity and fairness to all the colors. The scenes are as follows: 

• Red

• Blue

• Yellow

Upon its end, the game would exit to the Home page of the Color Game. 

The designer implemented a lot of motion tweening in this game in order to 

move the objects around. For clicking and moving to the next object a 

transparent button as big as the screen had been added, to make it easy for 

the toddler to click anywhere on the screen in order to go ahead in the game. 
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Level 2 - Secondary Colors 

In the second scene, the toddler learns the formation of the secondary colors 

with the combinations of different primary colors. Two balls of the different 

primary colors come bouncing on to the stage from opposite sides. The voice 

in the background introduces these colors to the toddler again. As the voice 

continues to guide the toddler about the process of the particular primary 

colors shows combining to form the secondary colors, the balls bounce into 

each other and merge to give the respective secondary color. All the 

formations of the secondary colors have been taught in the same manner, 

again to maintain uniformity and fairness to the secondary colors. The primary 

colors and their respective combinations that were taught are as follows: 

• Blue + Red = Purple

• Blue + Yellow = Green

• Yellow+ Red = Orange

The primary colored balls bounced in using motion tweens and then each 

object was broken apart to merge using shape tweening. The last object, i.e. 

the resulting secondary colored ball is simply a full yet broken object, which is 

the last frame of the shape tween. 

Level 3 - The Test 

The concept of the test was kept simple. A simple screen appears that 

displays the same objects with their corresponding colors. The voice asks the 

toddler to click on the asked color. The game has been programmed to test 

the toddler in all the colors learnt in the previous games. On clicking on the 

right answer the educating voice praises the toddler and the screen moves on 

to another test. On clicking on the wrong answer the educating voice 

sympathizes with the toddler and encourages him/her to try again. The voice's 

message also appear in text form on the screen on both times. The game 

does not proceed till the toddler has clicked on the right answer. Upon 

finishing the test the screen links the user back to the home page of the 

Colors game. The entire testing scene was built by incorporating a whole lot 

of layers as per the requirement. Each object given in the choice of objects 
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was converted into a button. On the right answer object "button" was 

connected to the layer which displayed on the screen that the toddler had 

clicked on the right answer message layer and the wrong answer object 

"button" was connected to the wrong answer message layer. The right answer 

message layer was also linked to the proceeding layers. Where as the wrong 

answer message layer was linked to any layer, thereby, restricting the game 

to move ahead. 

3.2 Game 2 - The Animals and their Sounds 

Game 

This game has three levels, each being different than the other. A screen 

begins asking the toddler or the parent to choose the level of the game as per 

interest or abilities. The screen has a picture of a jungle in the background, 

three flowers fade in while falling from the top of the screen on to the stage. 

These flowers form the three buttons to the three levels, each flower 

representing one level. The first level teaches Farm animals, the second level 

teaches wild animals and the third level is a test. All the buttons are linked to 

their respective games. Here again the programming was done in flash. 

Level I- Farm Animals 

The first level teaches the toddler the farm animals and their sounds. The 

farm animals' game consists of background of a farm and different farm 

animals appearing on every click of the mouse with their respective sounds. 

The Guide's voice in the background teaches the toddler the names of each 

of the animals as they appear. 

The farm animals chosen are as follows: 

• A rooster

• A chicken

• Acow

• A donkey

• Adog
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• A cat

• A goat

• A horse

The designer did not have to implement a lot of tweening in this game as the 

objects don't move around. The entire interest of the toddler is maintained as 

the animation is compensated with the sounds of the different animals. For 

clicking and moving to the next object a transparent button as big as the 

screen had been added, to make it easy for the toddler to click anywhere on 

the screen in order to go ahead in the game 

Level 2- Wild Animals 

The second level of the game is the wild animals. Different wild animals 

appear on the screen with a jungle back ground on the click of a mouse, one 

after the other with their respective sounds. The Guide's voice in the 

background teaches the toddler the names of each of the animals as they 

appear. Here again the user has the option to go to the Home screen or 

simply quit the game, with the help of the buttons provided at the comer of the 

screen. 

The wild animals taught in this game are 

• A lion

• A tiger

• An elephant

• An eagle

• An owl

• A panther

• A monkey

• A parrot

Here again, the designer did not have to implement a lot of tweening in this 

game as the objects don't move around. The entire interest of the toddler is 

maintained as the animation is compensated with the sounds of the different 

animals. For clicking and moving to the next object a transparent button as big 

as the screen had been added, to make it easy for the toddler to click 

anywhere on the screen in order to go ahead in the game 
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Level 3 - The Test 

A screen appears displaying a randomly chosen collection of animals. They 

could be a mixture of wild and farm animals. The guide's voice asks the 

toddler to recognize a voice of one of the displayed pictures and click on the 

animal whose voice the toddler heard. On choosing the right answer, the 

toddler is encouraged by the guide's voice and the game proceeds till it 

reaches the end. On choosing the wrong answer, the voice informs the 

toddler that he/she has made a mistake and asks him to try again. The 

messages of the voice are also displayed as text on the screen. 

The entire testing scene was built by incorporating a whole lot of layers as 

per the requirement. Each object given in the choice of objects was converted 

into a button. On the right answer object "button" was connected to the layer 

which displayed on the screen that the toddler had clicked on the right answer 

message layer and the wrong answer object "button" was connected to the 

wrong answer message layer. The right answer message layer was also 

linked to the proceeding layers. Where as the wrong answer message layer 

was linked to any layer, thereby, restricting the game to move ahead. 

3.3 Game 3 - The Shapes Game 

This game teaches the toddler about the simple and basic shapes. The game 

uses pictures, drawn my designer in Adobe Photoshop. Concentration has 

been the simplicity of the shapes and the pictures so the main aim of the 

game is justified. Making the pictures more fancy would have taken the 

toddlers attention of the shape. To satisfy the cre�tivity level of this game, the 

introduction screen or the home screen of this particular game is extremely 

eye-catching. The designer used a quite a lot of animation techniques, such 

as motion and shape tweens to bring about the attractiveness in the game. 

The screen starts with the music in the background, you will see four lines 

coming together to form a square which turns in a rectangle. Then one side of 

the rectangle goes out of the screen from the top and the shape changes into 

a triangle. The triangle then forms a circle and fills in color. The colored circle 

then duplicates twice to give exact copies. The colored circles then align 
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themselves in a triangle and turn into buttons. The three buttons are the links

to the different levels of Shapes Game. The levels are as follows:

• Basic Shapes

• More Shapes

• Test

The screen like other screens provides the home and quit button at the

bottom of the screen. The voice also welcomes the user to the particular

game. 

This scene was built using a lot of implementation of motion and shape

tweens when necessary. When the object reached their required places, they

tum into symbols - buttons.

Level 1 - Basic Shapes

On choosing the link to this game, a screen appears, the guide's voice firstly

welcomes the toddler to this level and then a simple shape appears in the

middle of the screen. The toddler clicks to move ahead in the game. one by

one different simple shapes appear on the screen. The screen like other

screens provides the home and quit button at the bottom of the screen. The

voice also welcomes the user to the particular game.

The shapes taught are as follows:

• Circle

• Square

• Rectangle

• Triangle

This level was one the most simple to develop as neither did it require motion

of the objects not them to change into another object. The objects were simply

pasted on to the frames.
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Level 2 - More Shapes 

On choosing the link to this game, a screen appears, the guide's voice firstly 

welcomes the toddler to this level and then a more complicated shape 

appears in the middle of the screen. The toddler clicks to move ahead in the 

game. One by one different simple shapes appear on the screen. The screen 

like other screens provides the home and quit button at the bottom of the 

screen. The voice also welcomes the user to the particular game. 

The shapes taught are as follows: 

• Moon

• Sun

• Flower

• Star

Like the first level, this level too was one the most simple to develop as 

neither did it require motion of the objects not them to change into another 

object. The objects were simply pasted on to the frames. 

Level 3 - The Test 

A screen appears displaying a randomly chosen collection of shapes. They 

could be a mixture of basic and complicated shapes. The guide's voice asks 

the toddler to recognize one of the displayed pictures and click on it. On 

choosing the right answer, the toddler is encouraged by the guide's voice and 

the game proceeds till it reaches the end. On choosing the wrong answer, the 

voice informs the toddler that he/she has made a mistake and asks him to try 

again. The messages of the voice are also displayed as text on the screen. 

The entire testing scene was built by incorporating a whole lot of layers as per 

the requirement. Each object given in the choice of objects was converted into 

a button. On the right answer object "button" was connected to the layer which 

displayed on the screen that the toddler had clicked on the right answer 

message layer and the wrong answer object "button" was connected to the 

wrong answer message layer. The right answer message layer was also 

linked to the proceeding layers. Where as the wrong answer message layer 

was linked to any layer, thereby, restricting the game to move ahead. 
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3.4 Game 4 -The Alphabets and the Numbers 

Game 

This is not a game as much as it is a drill. The first alphabet appears on the 

screen which changes into the next one and so on. The same method has 

been applied to the number drill. The entire drills have been kept very 

colourful and interesting. The shape tweening makes it interesting for the 

toddler to stay absorbed in the drill. After the Alphabets drill finishes it 

automatically links to the numbers drill. 

The objects were first drawn, then broken apart, and then using shape 

tweening were connected to the proceeding object 
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS 

rimary colors Secondary colors 

Quit Horne 
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